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Cloud Computing: evolution, not
revolution
Timeshare
computing
Billed access to remote computing resources

ASP, web
hosting

Access to software services over the Internet
SLAs, managed operations

Data centre
outsourcing

Distributed, standards-based computing / integration
Web
services /
SOA
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What is Cloud Computing?
Architectural, economic, strategic elements
Elastic
resource
capacity

Utility
pricing

Economic element:
Pay-as-you-go, pay-asyou-grow, no capex
Managed
operations

Abstracted
resources

Computing and storage resources
providing an application platform
Management
automation

Third-party
ownership

Architectural element:
Simple, abstract
environment for
development
Strategic element:
Focus on what makes
you better, leave the
rest to someone else

Self-service
provisioning
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Another way to look at Clouds:
Who does what?
Customer-owned /
managed datacenter

Service provider on-premise
managed infrastructure

Hosted, managed
infrastructure

“Pure” Cloud Computing
proposition

Billing

Billing

Billing

Billing

Usage metering,
management

Usage metering,
management

Usage metering,
management

Usage metering,
management

Capacity provisioning,
scaling

Capacity provisioning,
scaling

Capacity provisioning,
scaling

Capacity provisioning,
scaling

Software platform mgt

Software platform mgt

Software platform mgt

Software platform mgt

Break/fix, basic
monitoring

Break/fix, basic
monitoring

Break/fix, basic
monitoring

Break/fix, basic
monitoring

Raw computing,
storage resources

Raw computing,
storage resources

Raw computing,
storage resources

Raw computing,
storage resources

Datacenter
environment/resources

Datacenter
environment/resources

Datacenter
environment/resources

Datacenter
environment/resources

= customer’s responsibility
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Cloud is a model of utility service
consumption, not technology ownership

Customer-owned, managed

Provider-owned, managed

Restricted access
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Private Cloud

Open, publicly accessible

Public Cloud

“Private Cloud” is
about restricted,
secure access to
Cloud services –
not customer
ownership

We use the term
“Adaptive
Computing
Infrastructure” to
refer to “Cloudy”
infrastructure
that you can buy

Adaptive
Computing
Infrastructure
(ACI), “legacy”
infrastructure
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Overlapping value: Cloud Computing and
its cousins
Public, Private Clouds
Elastic
resource
capacity

Utility
pricing

Managed
operations

Abstracted
resources

Adaptive
Computing
Infrastructure

Outsourced
Data Centre
Management
automation

Third-party
ownership
Self-service
provisioning
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Into the mainstream
• Numerous large-scale examples of online services built
on public Cloud resources
– Twitter, etc

• Initial public Cloud take-up by online startups: now
mainstream interest from enterprises
– Washington Post, Harvard Medical School, etc

• Mainstream enterprise infrastructure software vendors
defining Cloud Computing strategies, products, services
– Microsoft, IBM, TIBCO, Oracle, Citrix, ...
– For many it’s simply a “stick it on AWS” strategy, or an
Adaptive Computing Infrastructure (ACI) strategy
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What do IT architects think? What are they
doing? We asked you...
• “Developing in and for the Cloud”
– Web-based survey conducted with IASA members
September 2009
– 358 respondents – range of IT architect roles

• One of a series of surveys we conduct with
IASA members to learn about IT architecture
practice (in return we provide proprietary
content for IASA members)
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Who’s working with Cloud already?

12%

Yes

35%

No - but we plan to start in the next
6 months
No - but we plan to start in 6-12
months

27%

No - but we plan to start in 12+
months
No - and we have no plans to start

7%

9%

Don't know

10%

61% are already using Cloud Computing resources, or have plans to start investing
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How much are you doing?
We're testing the model for one
specific application

4%

4%
We've already developed and
deployed an application that's
now being used "live"

24%

45%

We're using Cloud resources for
multiple applications

Cloud Computing is now our de
facto standard model for
developing and deploying
applications
23%

Don't know

51% are already using Cloud Computing in “live” applications and processes
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Don't know

Delivering supply chain
management/optimisation
applications

Delivering e-commerce
services

Processing business
intelligence/data analytics
workloads

Delivering collaboration
applications

Delivering customer-facing
marketing/promotional
applications

Within IT – for
development, staging and
testing infrastructure

Where are you doing it?
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Internal IT use, and development of customer-facing marketing apps, most common
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All hype and no
substance

Offers nothing new to
how we work today

Likely to be more
expensive than
maintaining a local data
center in the long run

Can offer value in some
scenarios, but my
organisation won't use
it

Has no value without
standards and
interoperability

The vehicle through
which we'll finally get
to the SOA vision

Just a variation of
distributed computing

A new frontier and I
have to understand its
positives and
drawbacks

Primarily about
virtualisation

Platforms are viable for
software development

Presents legal and
security challenges for
my organisation

A model of service
delivery and
consumption, not
technology

What do architects think of Cloud
Computing? It’s not about technology

70.0%

60.0%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

Negative statements were far and away the least agreed with
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Perceptions about different development
models: very open-minded!
400

350
300

Strongly agree

250

Agree

200

Neutral

150

Disagree

100

Strongly disagree

50
0
When delivering
Developing software
Cloud-based
Cloud-based tools (for
software in a Cloud
using on-premise computing resources example testing tools)
environment, using tools is always the
are best seen as
could be useful, even
an integrated Cloudbest option,
"overflow" capacity
when developing
based development regardless of whether for a local data centre software that will be
environment is
deploying locally or to
deployed in your own
perfectly reasonable
a Cloud platform
data centre

Open to using Cloud-hosted development tools
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What are the potential benefits?
400

350
300

1 (most important)
2
3
4 (least important)

250
200
150

100
50
0
Ability to manage
unpredictable
capacity demands
more easily

Faster time-tomarket for new
applications

Access to scalable No need to manage
resource with no
on-premise
capital expenditure infrastructure, so
required – "pay as reduced IT admin
you go"
staff costs

Economic value elements of Cloud Computing are front-of-mind today
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What are the actual Cloud Computing benefits
achieved? (by those who’ve started)
70.0%

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%

30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Ability to manage
Faster time-to-market
unpredictable capacity for new applications
demands more easily

Access to scalable No need to manage onresource with no
premise infrastructure,
capital expenditure
so reduced IT admin
required – "pay as you
staff costs
go"

Economic benefit is the most commonly-cited as experienced
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How successful are we – so far?
2%

We're seeing very significant benefits
from our Cloud Computing initiative(s)
that have given us a good return on our
investment so far

22%

We're seeing some benefits but we've
also had to make significant
investments, and the business value
returned has been patchy

31%

Our initiative hasn't returned anything
like the level of benefit we hoped for

11%
It's too early to be 100% sure, but I'm
confident we have the right approach

3%
It's too early to say

31%

It’s early days, but overall we’re seeing definitely positive results
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3 entry points for Enterprise Cloud investment: Aligned
with key Cloud elements

Economic elements
Utility pricing,
elastic capacity

Non-uniform workloads
Where the expense of acquiring infrastructure is
difficult to justify
- Application development, test, staging
- Large dataset batch analytics
- Online promotions

Architectural
elements
Virtualisation,
automation,
provisioning

Rapid time-to-market
Where a ready-to-use platform is highly compelling
- Service/application prototyping
- High business demand for new application
functionality

Strategic elements
Third-party
ownership,
management
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“Cloud by stealth”
Where an existing service provider implements
own Cloud infrastructure to gain economic
advantages
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Communication with the
platform provider about
upgrades, new features etc

Team collaboration and
communication

Getting access to platform
technical support

Release management
practices

The mix of development and
architecture skills required

Instrumentation of
applications for SLA
management

Application and platform
portability

Taking account of architecture
needs regarding virtualised
platforms

Getting the right development
and deployment processes in
place

Application and platform
security

Development management – most
important concerns

80.0%

70.0%

60.0%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%
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Existing strategic
relationship with the
vendor in question

Local presence in our
country or region

High level of technical
innovation

Fast delivery of new
features / responsiveness
to customer demand

Support for development
languages / frameworks
we currently use onpremise

Strong support for
development technology
standards (SQL, web
services, etc)

Proven ability to support
applications at scale

Supplier selection – most important
concerns
80.0%

70.0%

60.0%

50.0%

40.0%

30.0%

20.0%

10.0%

0.0%

Scalability and standards are much more important than existing relationships
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Summing it all up
• Cloud Computing adoption is still in its early stages but
progressing quite fast amongst the IASA community
• Given early stage of adoption, benefits appear to be
flowing quite strongly
• Economic benefit (pay-as-you-go, pay-as-you-grow) is
most important to people right now
• Potential for Cloud-based tools appears to hold water
• From a development management perspective, security,
process and virtualisation are most important
• From a supplier selection perspective, proven scalability
and support for standards are most important
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Thank you! Questions?
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